Different is one-of-a-kind. Who refuses to fit into categories. Who takes the rulebook and tears it in a thousand pieces. It is open-minded, pro-fun, pro-new, pro-everything that’s exciting. It loves to experiment, a little too much indeed. It isn’t understood by all. So what? It can never follow, it’s born that way. To do its own thing. It is you. It is Ignis. Different. Always.
CAPTIVATING FRONT

In a world where everything is inspired, Ignis is born original. Just a glance at its front says it all. The broad shoulders, the mighty wheels and the distinctive grille make it look all strong and powerful. Recessed into the clamshell hood are the LED Projector Headlamps and LED DRL with chic chrome inserts that give Ignis a face you’ll never forget.
CONFIDENT STANCE
Ignis stands firm on its four wheels planted at the extreme corners of the car, making the posture exude confidence like no other. The unique proportions, expressive wheel arches with cladding, Suzuki Progressive Triad and striking all black alloy wheels - together defy the typical codes of automotive design.
COCKPIT STYLED EXPERIENCE

Step inside an Ignis and see how every bit, from the floating dashboard style to dual tone black and ivory console is designed to stand out. Moreover, the elevated central position of the infotainment system, the dynamic look of switches and outer positioning of AC Louvers with carbon fibre patterns, together create an unmatched cockpit like experience. Enriching this look further are the complementing body color accents, borrowed from the lives of trendsetting millennials.
INSPIRING TECHNOLOGY
The iconic Ignis comes with many advanced features including push start button, reverse parking sensor with camera, automatic air conditioner and a multi-information TFT screen. With all these elements, you don’t just take the wheel but a super cool hi-tech experience.
Today’s youth is spoilt for unique choices and loves to do everything at once. The Smart Play Infotainment System of Ignis is inspired by this lifestyle and offers a seamless smartphone experience. Appointed with Android Auto, Apple Car Play and Mirrorlink, it lets you smoothly enjoy the features of your phone. So play music, navigate, stay connected, all while you are on the move. The Android Auto even lets you use WhatsApp and check for live traffic updates, making driving on city roads a breeze.
The different always needs more space. It helps you think freely, move around and just be yourself. This is exactly what Ignis brings to your life. With ample headroom, more than generous legroom and 60:40 split seats, it’s designed to ensure the passenger enjoys maximum space inside. Also, the plethora of utility spaces help you easily carry your world along. So, you can be rest assured of finding space just when you need it.
ENERGETIC PETROL ENGINE
Ignis has a 1.2l VVT engine that drives you to being different. Delivering refined power of 61kW @ 6000rpm and 113Nm @ 4200rpm torque, the engine ensures you experience a superior performance. Moreover, the lightweight engine offers better combustion, reduced engine friction and lower emissions.

ENERGETIC DIESEL ENGINE
Powered by the mighty 1.3 DDiS engine, the Ignis offers robust performance. Feel the thrill that’s excitingly different with 190Nm @ 2000rpm torque and 55.2kW @ 4000rpm of power. Whenever you’re behind the wheel, this engine is sure to give you one-of-a-kind driving experience.

INTELLIGENT ALTERNATOR MANAGEMENT
A smart technology, available in diesel and petrol engines, that reduces emissions. Unlike the conventional system found in other cars, this system minimises engine load to maximise efficiency.
Ignis simplifies your drive and ends the need to pick automatic or manual with its intelligent technology of Auto Gear Shift (AGS), in both petrol and diesel. It brings to you a smooth gearshift along with a comfortable driving experience. Why pick one when you can have the best of both?
Ignis comes well-protected by NEXA Safety Shield, with key safety features standard across all variants. It includes TECT body structure that absorbs and disperses crash energy, dual airbags, ABS with EBD, and front seatbelts with pre-tensioners and force limiters. Add to this, ISOFIX Child Seat Restraint System that adheres to international norms and improves child safety. Apart from being equipped with NEXA Safety Shield, Ignis also leads the way in pedestrian safety with pedestrian-friendly hood panel, collapsible wipers and energy absorbing headlamps. All this makes safety in Ignis truly ahead of its time.
Spare Wheel in all variants is steel type.

Displacement (cc) 1197 1248
Type SIDD TVV

TRANSMISSION

Wheel Base (mm) 2435

DIMENSIONS PETROL  DIESEL

Max Torque (Nm@rpm) 113@4200 190@2000

Fuel Tank Capacity 32 L

*Ground clearance basis unladen condition.  **Width with body kit

BOOT SPACE (With Parcel Tray) 260 L

DRIVE PERFORMANCE

Rear Brakes Drum

Fuel Efficiency (km/l)

Kerb Weight (kg) 825 - 860 940 - 960

EFFICIENCY

Turning Radius 4.7 m

Rear Suspension Torsion Beam

Front Suspension McPherson Strut

Front Brakes Disc

FUEL TYPE Petrol Petrol/Diesel Petrol/Diesel Petrol/Diesel

Sigma Delta Zeta Alpha

Fog Lamp with Chrome Garnish — —

Fog Lamps — —

Alloys — —

Wheel Cover — —

Front Grille with Chrome Accents — —

EXTERIOR

LED Projector Headlamps — — —

DRL — — —

Body Colored Door Handles

Fender Arch Moulding  — —

Door Sash Black-Out —

Turn Signal on ORVM —

Body Colored ORVMs

Side Sill Moulding — —

Dr. and Co. Dr. Sun Visor

Headlamp Leveller

Meter Accent Lighting

Dual Tone Dashboard

Puddle Lamp — — —

INTERIOR

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Length x Width x Height (mm)** 3700 x 1690 x 1595

FEATURE LIST

20.89 26.80

UE

Security Alarm System

Headlamp ON Reminder

Overtaking Turn Indicator

Immobilizer (Anti-Theft Security System)

Driver Seat Belt Reminder

Front Wiper and Washer

Speed Sensing Auto Door Locking

High-Mount LED Stop Lamp

Childproof Rear Doors

Rear View Parking Camera

Rear Parking Sensor

Automatic Air Conditioner

Remote Keyless Entry

Push Start

Rear Defogger

Electronic Folding ORVM

Driver Seat Height Adjuster

Cup Holder/Bottle Holder

Night and Day IRVM

Electronic Adjustable ORVM

Rear Seat Adjustable Head Restraints

Foot Rest

Auto Down Driver Power Window

Rear Power Windows

12 V Accessory Socket

Tweeters 2 2

Speakers 4 4 2

USB

Bluetooth

Antenna


Audio Remote Control

Steering Mounted Audio Controls

SmartPlay Infotainment System

Chrome Accents on AC Louvers

Tachometer

Co. Driver Vanity Mirror

Fuel Type Petrol Petrol/Diesel Petrol/Diesel Petrol/Diesel

Transmission

MT MT/AMT MT/AMT MT/AMT

ABS WITH EBD

DUAL FRONT AIRBAGS

SUZUKI-TECT BODY

SIDE IMPACT PEDESTRIAN PROTECTION

FULL FRONTAL, FRONTAL OFFSET,

FULL WALL, OFFSIDE WALL,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT KNEE,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT THIGH,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT CHEST,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT HEAD,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT THROAT,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT NECK,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT EYE,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT NOSE,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT EAR,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT CHEECK,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT JAW,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT MOUTH,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT LIP,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT THROAT,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT NECK,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT EYE,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT NOSE,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT EAR,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT CHEECK,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT JAW,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT MOUTH,

SIDE IMPACT, OCCUPANT LIP,
THINGS JUST GOT PERSONAL

Ignis gives you the opportunity to personalize. So that you can stand apart from the crowd, unaffected of what the rest of the world says or feels.
AVAILABLE COLORS

3700mm
1690
1470 (175/65R15) 1460 (175/65R15)
1595

DUAL TONE BODY COLORS (ZETA AND ALPHA GRADE ONLY)

TINSEL BLUE (In Zeta and Delta)
URBAN BLUE (Except Sigma)
UPTOWN RED (In Zeta and Delta)
SILKY SILVER (All Grades)
GLISTENING GREY (Except Alpha)
PEARL ARCTIC WHITE (All Grades)

TINSEL BLUE W/MIDNIGHT BLACK
TINSEL BLUE W/PEARL ARCTIC WHITE
UPTOWN RED W/MIDNIGHT BLACK